
Microsoft

Power Automate
Intelligent business process automation



Humans excel at 
creative and strategic 
thinking but spend 
much of our time 
performing rote 
tasks

We’re human



Take advantage of the opportunities

Fast time-to-value

Collecting and processing 

data are among the activities 

with the highest automation 

potential.

Workforce innovation

60% of all occupations have 

at least 30% technically 

automatable activities.

SOURCE: MCKINSEY

Higher productivity

Almost half of work activities 

globally have the potential to 

be automated using current 

technology.

64%–69%50%60%



Microsoft Power Platform

Power BI
Business analytics

Power Apps
Application development

Power Automate
Process automation

Power Virtual Agents
Intelligent virtual agents

The low-code platform that spans Office 365, Azure, Dynamics 365, and standalone applications

Innovation anywhere. Unlocks value everywhere.

Common
Data Service

Data
connectors AI Builder



Our potential is limitless. But our time is not. 

Intelligent automation for all

And in today’s business climate, we face seemingly 

impossible challenges: The ever-increasing speed of 

business, soaring customer expectations, and greater 

competition for resources.

Microsoft Power Automate



One automation platform

Extensibility 

model with 1st

and 3rd-party 

systems

Hundreds

of triggers

Thousands of

built-in templates

and actions

Seamless

Integration in 

Office, Dynamics,

Azure 

Share flows like

Documents

with templates

Data connectivity 

to 300+ services

Intelligent

automation 

infused with AI

Natively built on the 

Microsoft Common 

Data Service



Attributes of a workflow

Hundreds of triggers

Initiate your workflows in whatever way is most 

convenient: With buttons, through connected 

cloud apps, or on a schedule.



Anatomy of a workflow

Thousands of 

possible actions

Choose from built-in actions or create your 

own, using cloud services or on-premises 

solutions. Automate advanced scenarios 

without limit.



300+ connected

experiences

Connect to more than

300+ 1st and 3rd party services 

with built-in connectors for 

everything from Adobe to 

Zendesk to on-premises solutions.



Leverage the Microsoft 

Power Platform

Embed AI into processes without 
the help of a data scientist.

Build robust, dynamic automations.

Invoke an AI model with specific 
workflows, data, and AI Builder.

Build intelligent experiences



Scenario examples



HR gets mobile 

notification when

offer is signed

Approvals are 

automated

Human resources

Power Automate democratizes intelligent automation by putting it into the hands of 

nontechnical users. HR can create a host of different automations, including for onboarding. 

This way, new employees get a great intro to the company while the HR team can focus on 

high-level tasks.

Candidate signs offer 

document

Automatic welcome 

email is sent

Onboarding new employees is easier and more efficient  



Approvals are an essential part of business in nearly every 

department, but they are time-consuming and often 

inefficient. Power Automate enables employees to automate 

the approval process, creating hands-off workflows for:

 Contracts and sales quotes

 Travel, vacation, and expense requests

 Issue tracking

 Lead generation

Processing approvals

Find greater efficiency across the org with 
automated approvals



Power Automate frees your team from having to manually 

track sales leads and informs them of new Dynamics 365 

opportunities as they’re generated. This way, the team is 

always up to date and can spend their time on nurturing 

those leads, not tracking them.

Sales

Track leads automatically and stay current



Bridging automation between the old and new

Power Automate

bridges the gap,

across on-premises

and cloudOld apps 

without APIs

Modern Systems

with APIs



Start a Conversation

Katheryn.Baker@ArticConsulting.com

mailto:Katheryn.Baker@ArticConsulting.com
https://www.articconsulting.com/start-a-conversation/

